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At IMC, we are performing some of the fastest trades in the world. Key to that

performance is our proprietary hardwarecommunicates with it. Penultimate year engineering

and compsci studentsAs a business, we continually innovate new solutions to remain

competitive in a dynamic financial landscape. If the challenge of using the latest

technology to solve problems sounds appealing, then the IMC hardware engineering

internship is a great fit for you.Your Core Responsibilities:From day one, you are immersed

in real projects, complex problem-solving, and opportunities to learn from our strongest

engineers and traders.Develop your knowledge of algorithm complexity, professional design

and writing fluent code with our state-of-the-art technology.Learn both hardware and

software development skills.Work with cutting-edge FPGA technology.Develop with C++ and

SystemVerilog programming languages.Enhance your knowledge of our business model and

about high-frequency trading.Build key relationships across our trading and technology

teams.Work collaboratively in an environment where creativity, teamwork and innovation are

recognised and rewarded.Have the opportunity to secure a full-time role with IMC once you

graduate.Your Skills and Experience:An academic background in Electronic Engineering,

Computer Engineering, Computer Science, or equivalent.Commenced your penultimate year

of study.Proficient experience in SystemVerilog, Verilog or VHDL.Knowledge of C, C++ or

Python.Knowledge of logic design.About UsIMC is a leading global market maker with offices in

Europe, the US, and Asia-Pacific. We use algorithmic trading and advanced technology to

buy and sell securities across multiple trading venues. Our vital role at the center of the

financial markets provides liquidity for buyers and sellers worldwide.In the late 1980s, IMC
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quickly identified the importance of technology in the fast-evolving trading environment. Our

passion for innovation continues to drive us today. Although our company has grown rapidly over

recent decades, we still approach our work with the same entrepreneurial spirit,

emphasizing continuous improvement and innovation. We like our people to think for

themselves, and we give them the responsibility and support they need to make an impact.

You should have or be completing the following to apply for this opportunity. Penultimate year

engineering and compsci studentsDegree or Certificate Minimum Level of Study Bachelor or

higher Study Field E Biomedical Engineering Chemical Engineering Civil Engineering &

Construction Communications Engineering I Bioinformatics Computer Graphics & Animation

Computer Science (all other) Computer Systems and Networks Cyber Security Work rightsThe

opportunity is available to applicants in any of the following categories. country eligibility

AustraliaAustralian Permanent ResidentAustralian Temporary Work VisaGraduate Success

StoriesGraduate stories My role at IMC is a value-based market-making (VMM) options

trader on the Kospi 200 index with a specific focus on broker trading and relationships. My

role at IMC is a value-based market-making (VMM) options trader on the Kospi 200 index

with a specific focus on broker trading and relationships. IMC invests really heavily in training

its people and gives them a lot of responsibility and the power to take ownership over areas

that interest them. IMC invests really heavily in training its people and gives them a lot of

responsibility and the power to take ownership over areas that interest them. My role at IMC

is a value-based market-making (VMM) options trader on the Kospi 200 index with a

specific focus on broker trading and relationships. My role at IMC is a value-based market-

making (VMM) options trader on the Kospi 200 index with a specific focus on broker trading

and relationships. IMC invests really heavily in training its people and gives them a lot of

responsibility and the power to take ownership over areas that interest them. IMC invests

really heavily in training its people and gives them a lot of responsibility and the power to take

ownership over areas that interest them. 
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